Changing Direction of Fire (DOF) to Change Wind Direction (WD)

Previously with the Kestrel 5700 or 5700 Elite, if you changed your Direction of Fire (DoF), the Wind Direction (WD) would remain fixed until manually changed. For shooters desiring Windage values from a fixed reference this is ideal but forced extra steps for shooters wanting WD to update when they changed their DoF.

With firmware version 1.41 (and higher), we have added a new option allowing WD to be updated either manually or to change whenever DoF is updated. Updating WD with DoF is especially helpful if you change the DOF from a compatible Laser Range Finder or the Kestrel LiNK Ballistics app. Note: Setting this on one target changes setting for ALL targets.

To change between WD Change Manual and With DOF, follow these steps:

1. **Highlight Wind and press the center button**
   - **E** 3.50 U
   - **W** 1.20 / 1.60 L
   - **Tgt...** 0° 800yd
   - **Wind...** 90° 5 mph

2. **Highlight WD and press the center button**
   - **Target...** A
   - **WD...** 90°
   - **WS1...** 5 mph
   - **WS2...** 10 mph

3. **Scroll down to WD Chg (new menu item)**
   - **WD Chg** Manual

4. **Change this option to W/ DOF**
Changing Direction of Fire (DOF) to Change Wind Direction (WD)

Examples:

WD Change set to Manual

WD Change set to w/DOF